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Classical Rearing Experiments
• Normal Rearing (NR):
· start unselective (random weights) · both eyes are presented with input * develop orientation selectivity in both eyes
• Monocular Deprivation (MD):
· start after NR, with both eyes selective · one eye is closed (presented with uncorrelated input) * closed eye loses selectivity and drops to zero activity * open eye becomes stronger (occular dominance shift)
• Binocular Deprivation (BD):
· start after NR, with both eyes selective · both eyes are closed * no OD shift, neuron remains binocular * closed eyes drop in activity, but not to zero * drop in activity is slower than MD • sigmoid defined: • fit to • Average is taken over the parameter space
Calculating Deprivation Times
· τ = 500 − 2900 (for BCM only)
PCA: Wyatt Solution
• Wyatt PCA Solution:
• Binocular Deprivation:
Output does a random walk
• Normal Rearing:
• Normal Rearing (detailed):
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PCA: Wyatt Solution
• Monocular Deprivation:
· timing depends on relationship between λ 1 and σ 2
• Monocular Deprivation (detailed):
• Reversed Suture:
· timing depends, again, on noise levels and the 1st eigenvalue · there is no mechanism to keep the newly opened eye from recovering immediately
• Reversed Suture (detailed):
Conclusions
• BCM time ratios match more closely to biology than PCA time ratios
• PCA binocular deprivation performs a random walk about NR fixed point
• PCA monocular deprivation, reversed suture times depend critically on the largest eigenvalue of the covariance matrix
• PCA reversed suture has no quantity to keep the newly opened eye from recovering before the newly closed eye shuts off
In the Future
• Use the Wyatt solution to more fully understand PCA deprivation simulations Learning rate ≈ 1e-6-1e-5
